


Human DNA is important to genomic  
research,  biomedical studies, and is 
becoming part of electronic health records 
(EHRs)
Examples:  Genome-wide association studies (GWAS), rare disease studies,
targeted therapy, precision medicine

However, genomic data are also highly 
sensitive
Personally identifiable markers:  skin, hair color, predisposition to 
disease…

Examples of breach: Disease markers, surname identification, face
reconstruction



How to share or analyze genomic data in a way 
that preserves the privacy of the data owner, 
without undermining the utility of the data or 
impeding its convenient dissemination?
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• 2 countries

• 9 states

• 33 registrations
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Implemented as an online tool  that 
allows challenge participants to examine 

privacy risks in their noise-added data:

http://humangenomeprivacy.org
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Case: 200 PGP 
individuals

Control: 174 CEU 
individuals
Data set 1: 311 SNVs

Data set 2: 610 SNVs
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Task 1: data publishing

Case: 200 PGP 
individuals

Control: 174 CEU 
individuals
Data set 1: 5000 SNVs

Data set 2: 106,129 SNVs

Task 2: top-K SNP identification 



In the first column, D1 refers to 200 participants, 311 SNVs (~29504091-30044866, chr2) and D2 refers to 200 participants, 610 SNVs (~55127312-

56292137, chr10). The rows labeled ‘Power’ indicate the ratio of identifiable individuals using the likelihood ratio test in the case group. The other 

rows start with a cutoff threshold for the χ2test (e.g., 5 × 10-2 ,10-3, 10-5), for which two measurements (true positive rate and false positive rate for 

SNVs using the χ2 test) were calculated under each method. The last column corresponds to the number of significant SNVs (p=10-5) calculated 
using the original data (i.e., without added noise).



The table shows the average number of (1000 iterations) privacy-preserving SNV identification 
algorithms developed by the two participating teams. Both algorithms were trained using the small 

dataset consisting of 5000 SNVs, and then were tested on both small and large datasets, i.e., 

select top K (i.e., K = 1, 3, ..., 30) most significant SNVs.











Workshop preparation and registration statistics

• 5 countries

• 7 states

• 50+ registrations

• Over 1,250 online 
visits in the last 2 
months
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11 Teams
12 Institutions

North America: IBM US; 
Stanford/MIT; Syracuse 
University; University of 
Maryland; University of Notre 
Dame; University of Virginia; 
Microsoft Research; 
University of California Irvine;

Europe: IBM UK; Cybernetica 
AS (Estonia); The Alexandra 
Institute (Denmark)

Asia: University of Tsukuba 
(Japan)



Challenge 1: HME based analysis

Develop a homomorphic encryption-based 

protocol to analyze encrypted DNA data on an 

untrusted cloud 

Compute the minor allele frequencies (MAF) and chi-square statistics for task 1.1, and the 

Hamming distance and edit distance for task 1.2, on an untrusted remote server. 

The protocol should return the encrypted results (e.g., MAF, 𝜒² statistics, distance), which only the 

data owner with the private key can decrypt.



Challenge 2: SMC based Analysis

Assess solutions to enable two parties to work 

together to perform a genomic analysis across 

their DNA datasets without exposing their 

individual data
Task 2.1: Each participating team is required to develop a distributed cryptographic 

protocol to securely aggregate the minor allele frequencies (MAF) in two datasets and 

securely calculate 𝜒² statistics for each of the given SNPs.

Task 2.2:  Each participating team is required to develop a distributed cryptographic 

protocol to securely compute the Hamming distance and edit distance between two 

given human genomes across two institutions. 



Submission and Evaluation

For both tasks of challenge 1, each submitted program was 
executed within the pre-set virtual machine on a single 
computer, where the runtime and memory usage were 
recorded.

For both tasks of challenge 2, each submitted program was 
executed within two virtual machines on two servers located 
at Indiana University and UCSD, respectively, where the 
runtime and memory usage on each server and the data size 
communicated between two servers were recorded. 



Result Summary for Task 1.1

*The algorithm encrypts local counts instead of input data for secure data outsourcing, and was not considered in the competition.



Result for Task 1.2 (Hamming distance)



Results for Task 1.2 (Approximate Edit distances)

*An approximate algorithm (with about 22% error), which was not considered in the competition.



Results for Task 2.1: 𝜒²-statistics (large dataset with 
610 SNPs)

Time(s)

Memory (KB) Communication (MB)

VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

Baseline 187 1.2 1.4 1.4 70.0

UV 59 6.9 9.7 3.6 309.3

UND 23 36.2 49.8 36.0 7.9 7.4 7.2

SU 54* 187 175 9645.7 93.0

UMD 20 71.3 64.6 1.6 90.7

CAS 57 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.007 0.007 0.007

* Updated results on April 2



Results for Task 2.2: Hamming Distance (over 
~100K variation sites)

Time(s)
Memory(MB) Communication(MB)

VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

UV 553 0.3 0.3 156.5 9672.9

UND 5077 3044 3048 3048 4118.5 3361.7 3167.3

UMD 604 1260 1252 63.4 2973.3

UMD (BF)** 83 0.1 0.1 19.8 150.8

UCI 788 0.4 0.4 28.8 24.4

CAS* 128 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

*The algorithm involves intensive computation on the third server, and thus was not considered in the competition.

**An approximate algorithm (with about 0.8% error) based on Bloom filter, which was not considered in the competition.



Results for Task 2.2: Edit Distance (over ~100K 
variation sites)

Time(s)

Memory(KB) Communication(MB)

VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

Baseline 254 290 292 92.0 5595.0

UMD >20h

UMD (BF)** 233 145 125 50.2 424.5

UCI 998 434 398 39.1 32.7

AI >20h

**An approximate algorithm (with about 0.8% error) based on Bloom filter, which was not considered in the competition.
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• Analyzing Encrypted DNA
• Hamming and Edit distance approximation over 100K can be done within 10 

minutes 

• Secure collaboration across the Internet
• 𝜒² based GWAS over hundreds of SNPs can be done, securely, in a few minutes
• Hamming distance can be calculated in 10 minutes and Edit distance in 20 

minutes over 100K across the Internet (Indiana to San Diego)

• We are really close to protecting some types of DNA analyses at a 
practical scale



• A full-fledged GWAS still cannot be efficiently done on encrypted DNA
• Due to the challenge of performing divisions efficiently

• HME needs multi-gigabytes of memory and SMC needs to transmit multi-
gigabytes of data across the Internet, for analyzing a 100K sequence

• Operations that can be conducted in seconds can take a dozen minutes or 
hours to compute

• Accurate edit distance is still off the table





Workshop preparation and registration statistics

• 13 countries

• 50+ teams
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